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Abstract. Data are presented on the production of jets and pi0 mesons at low Bjorken
x in a kinematic region where standard DGLAP evolution in Q2 gives little phase space
for high pt particle and jet production. The data are compared with various QCD
models based on different treatments of parton emissions at small x.
1. Introduction
Experimentally QCD dynamics at low x are mostly studied in nucleon structure
functions (for recent results see [1, 2]), heavy quark production in deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) [3], and forward jets and particle production (see also [4]). Results on
the latter are presented here‡. “Forward” refers in the present context of ep interactions
to the region close to the outgoing proton beam. This region is particularly interesting,
as the large energies available at small x give rise to a large phase space for gluon ladders
which are sensitive to different QCD evolution schemes as indicated in Fig. 1. Due to
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Figure 1. Different evolution schemes. Left: Direct photon coupling to leading order
matrix element of the hard process. The arrow indicates the ordering in increasing kt
in DGLAP evolution. Center: same, but for resolved photons. Right: BFKL and
CCFM approach with ordering in energy and angle respectively.
the increasing virtualities kt towards the hard interaction in the DGLAP [5] evolution
scheme (Fig. 1, left), large energy jets and hadrons with substantial pt are suppressed in
‡ Presented at XXXII International Symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics, Alushta, Crimea,
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the forward direction. If a resolved hadronic photon structure is considered, this strict
ordering is broken (Fig. 1, centre). Finally, based on the BFKL [6] (CCFM) [7] equation,
ordering in energy (angle) is obtained with kt factorisation. In this case substantial pt
can be expected anywhere in the ladder (Fig. 1, right).
NLO pQCD calculations to order α2s are not able to describe forward jet data at
small Q2 where the NLO corrections are very large [8].
In this report data [9] on forward jet and pi0 production (see ref. [10] for previous
data) are compared with several QCD based Monte Carlo (MC) models. The RAPGAP
MC model [11] combines leading order (LO) matrix elements with DGLAP parton
showers and is used with and without resolved virtual photon contributions. The
treatment of higher orders in the ARIADNE program [12], which is based on the Colour
Dipole Model (CDM) [13], leads to unordered parton emissions, as expected in the BFKL
approach. Finally, CASCADE [14] corresponds to a solution of the CCFM equation.
2. Results
Jets are selected using the inclusive kt algorithm in the kinematic range 5 < Q
2 < 75
GeV2, 7 < θjet < 20
◦. Substantial jet pt and jet energy is required by the conditions
0.5 < p2t jet/Q
2 < 2 and xjet = Ejet/Ep > 0.035, where Ep is the incident proton energy.
The pi0 mesons are selected in a similar kinematic range with transverse momentum
in the hadronic centre of mass system (CMS) p∗t,pi > 2.5 or > 3.5 GeV. The results in
Fig. 2 show that in both cases the DGLAP RAPGAP model with only direct photon
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Figure 2. Forward jet (left) and forward pi0 (right) data with predictions of
RAPGAP with direct and resolved γ interactions and DGLAP LO parton showers,
ARIADNE based on the Colour Dipole Model (CDM) and CASCADE based on the
CCFM equation.
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interactions is well below the data. However, a very good description is achieved if
resolved photon interactions are included. Also the CDM model describes the jet data
very well. The CCFM CASCADE model predicts cross sections that are too large at
large x (x & 0.001).
It is interesting to see (Fig. 3), that the transverse energy flow between the photon
coupling and the pi0 meson also does not follow the expectations from direct photon
interactions with DGLAP parton showers, which predict a larger amount of Et close to
the virtual photon than is observed in the data.
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Figure 3. Transverse energy flow relative to the pi0 for different ranges of pseudo
rapidity ηpi∗ in the hadronic CMS compared with the predictions of CASCADE, and
RAPGAP with DGLAP parton showers with (DIR+RES) and without (DIR) resolved
virtual photon interactions. The contribution from the pi0 itself is included in the
energy flow.
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3. Conclusion
The presented DIS forward jet and pi0 data can be described by LO matrix elements and
DGLAP parton showers only if resolved photon interactions are included. The CDM
model, which contains photon emissions unordered in kt, describes the jet data very
well. The CASCADE MC does not describe the x dependence of the data.
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